The symbol of the college is a four faceted, crowned shield in a circular border bearing the official name of the institution and its founding date. It was designed by Dr. John B. Wolfe in 1973 and it appears on diplomas awarded to graduates of the College.

A crown rests on top of the shield. That represents excellence. The bottom facet of the shield contains an open book with the word “sciencia.” The open book stands for knowledge and the science overprint denotes the particular field of knowledge which is the foundation of chiropractic.

The right facet of the shield contains a sword and serpent figure. The sword stands for dragon slaying, or in a more conceptual interpretation, seeking out and curing ills. Together they symbolize health care, the professional career in which we have chosen to enter.

The middle facet has a tree and a star figure. The star stands for Minnesota, the North Star state. A tree historically represents strength. The fir tree in the shield is reminiscent of Minnesota’s evergreen forests and the color forest green associated with the Doctor of Chiropractic degree.

The left hand facet has a rampant lion, which symbolizes courage, an attribute which we pledge to uphold in the Chiropractic oath at graduation.
I appreciate a Yearbook the most when I take it off the shelf or out of a storage box years later to look at pictures, read the comments and remember the happenings of the time. I think about the people who were together, the activities and concerns that we shared and how what took place then has affected our lives since.

The following is what I expect to reflect on when I pick up this Yearbook a few years from now:

- Health care was undergoing reform across the nation, and we were worried about how our profession would be affected. This caused us to feel insecure about our future. We wrote to our legislators or called on them directly.

- Research in our profession became a priority because demonstrating the effectiveness of chiropractic care through outcome studies was one certain path to establishing our profession in the healthcare mainstream and assuring that people would be able to receive our services.

- Many changes were taking place within the college: new leadership for academic and clinical programs; the Year 2000 Committee published “Preparing Doctors for Chiropractic for the 21st Century,” which led the faculty to begin a major review of the curriculum; internship took on new value with initiation of community based internship and interdisciplinary outreach programs; and the student services office stepped up its activity level in helping students explore professional opportunities while in school and become more certain about their practice arrangements after graduation.
As usual, students worked very hard at their classes, always feeling a lot of stress. They really contributed to helping the college continue to improve. Through various clubs and councils, student groups supplemented the educational programs and provided needed recreation and physical activity. More than just good students, our students were quality people.

A huge advancement was taking place throughout the world in the acceptance and utilization of chiropractic services with national licensure and new chiropractic colleges emerging in foreign countries.

I also expect that a few years from now when we recall 1994 and the concerns that we had about the impact of health reform on the accessibility of chiropractic health service to people, we will find that the changes did not deter the movement that was taking place toward more conservative, more natural approaches to health care with an emphasis on physical fitness and living healthfully. Just as during our profession’s first 100 years, the advancement will be continuing until chiropractic care is an accepted part of the health care system in all countries of the world. I really expect that.
Clockwise From Above: Dr. Wittich and Dr. Zachman taking a break. Dr. Sweere educating students.

Dr. Esch!

Dr. Eggebrecht and Mavis Peterson.

Above: Research and Chiropractic-Dr. Elkington, Dr. Nelson, Dr. Zachman and Dr. Esch.
Right: Dr. Tuchscherer and Mary Andrashko.
FACULTY & STAFF...

NOT PICTURED:
Admissions- Kristina Fairbanks, Jean Folger
Basic Science- Robert Busch, Jane Wittich
Business Office- Laura Ittner
CCS- Paula Caillier, Barbara Davis, Catherine Hammond, Anne Packard-Spicer, Monica Rosenow, Rhonda Woods
Chiropractic Science- Steven Beck, Beverly Boyd, Harold Buck, Renee Devries, Mary Jo Faustgen, Elizabeth Getaz, Link Larson, LaVerne Paulin
Clinic Affairs- Joan Elder
Computer Department- Jose Ramirez
Library- Dian Larson
Minneapolis Clinic- Lynne Hvidsten, Yvonne Jensen
Public Relations- Paul Teske
Robbinsdale- Florence Anderson, Paula Symicek
Research- Roni Evans, Lois Roberts
St. Paul- Terry Erickson, Dava Nasby, Rosemary Rice

Clockwise from top right: Tony Boudreau; Dr. Manne; Dr. Mick (without a laser pointer); Dr. Brady hanging out; Dr. Tuchscherer with the "Why are you taking my picture today" look; Dr. Finer makin' copies; Deb Hogenson, Dr. Wittich, Holly Ulland and the not-so-dressed for-gardening Jan Featherstone.
Clockwise from top left: Dr. Allenburg at work; Dr. Amundson doing what he does best; Julie Albeck; Jennifer Miller; Jennifer Tate; Dr. Moe (courtesy of the Plexus); Up against the wall-Drs' Brady and Esch; Jenna Bergmann; Dr. Frick.
LIFE AT NWCC
LIFE AT NWCC
NWCC GRADUATES 1993-94

CONGRATULATIONS!

Clockwise from upper left: Michelle Hussong and Valerie Bohland-Reis; Robin Overstad and Dean Saunders; Pretending to be busy at the Burnsville clinic; "Osteoarthritis?!"-deciphering x-rays; Tracy Lyons and Dawn Eekhoff; Todd Schoenrock.
Summer 1994 Graduates

John Dallman
David Draeger
Brian Hedman
Lise Helminsen
Margaret Kostreba

Doreen Miller
Ellen Sauer-Draeger
Lisa Shedlov Mesick
Mark Tonn
Kara Ward

Not Pictured:
Clyde Diede
Karl Krantz
Richard Protasiewicz
Rodney Shoemaker

Words of Wisdom?!

Don’t take things too seriously.
Buy stock in No-Doz.
It will never be easy if it’s worth it.
“C” is for Chiropractic.
Don’t sweat the grade, a Pass is a Pass.
Most of what you learn in class, is for boards only — not real life.
Fall 1994 Graduates

Reza Alizadeh
David Anderson
Russell Anderson
Valerie Bohland-Reis
Michael Dahl

Jodi Davis
Ali Donat
Brian Elijah
Ali Ergun
Donlyn Erickson

Eric Froehling
Jon Grudem
Jose Guasque
Michael Head
Heidi Heim

Russell Heurung
DeAnna Hintz
Anne Hokanson
Scott Horsmann
Michelle Hussong

Scott Irwin
Jeffrey Jones
Douglas Kagigebi
Thomas Kaus
James Kumm

Antonella Longo
Tracy Lyons
Ala Lysyk
Steven Malkowski
Timothy McCulloch
Fall 1994 Graduates

Sara Neil
Beth Nokken
Tory Nordlinder
Brett Opdahl
Jay Ortman

Robin Overstad
Brett Peterson
Brenda Pfeiffer
Lonnie Pitts
Cheryl Pundsack

Moona Rasid
Mark Roerick
Jody Samuelson
Dean Saunders
Brent Schank

Todd Schoenrock
Bruce Shawhan
Peter Shogren
Kurt Simons
Kelly Smith

Alvin Stachowski
Sean Wahl
Peter Wawers

Not Pictured:
Kathryn Baker Donovan
Daniel Drassell
Dawn Eekhoff
Leanne Ertel
Sean Groves
Thomas Ratelle
Robert Wagner
Michael Warwick
Michael Welker
Congratulations!
GOLF TOURNAMENT

Top Right: Michelle Hussong, Anne Hokanson, Val Bohland-Reis, and Sara Neil
Middle Right: Al Stachowski and Sean Wahl
Below: The Winners

Above: Pat Herbst, Mike Powell, Bob Gustafson, and Scott Ruff
Right: Colleen Sweeney
1993 HOMECOMING


Northwestern College of Chiropractic Homecoming booth.

SACA DAY

From left to right: Mark Goodin, Dr. Reeve Askew, Dr. Russell E. Sawyer, Richard Miller, Dr. Harold Kieffer.
HALLOWEEN

Top Right: Moona Rasid and Dave Lushinsky
Middle Right: Bruce Pearson
Below: Michelle and Tim Stark

Above: Steve Pederson and Paul Fenno
Right: Heather Wielde and Danielle Kallin
Left: Dave Dunham in NMS 2 lab.  
Below: Jean Hulbert and Onnie Thatcher

Left: Pathology 2?  
Above: Jason Wilson, Juneau Robbins and Zsolt Muller on the way home from a volleyball tournament in Canada.
FALL 1993 TRIMESTER 1

Shelly Downey
Chad Eiswald
Clinton Eliason
Jon Fagerness
David Fogel
Gregory Gebhart

Allan German
Lance Glaser
Joseph Grosz
David Gruszka
Janell
Hammerschmidt
Michael Handeland

Kevin Hardesty
Ryan Haus
Michael Hawkins
Katy Heikes
Bret Herlyn
Rebecca Hetzler

Kiviok Hight
Glori Hinck
Brian Hoffman
Patricia Hort
Trevor Hove
Zara Hunt

Glenn Hyman
Sonja Jevric
Erik Johnson
Kim Johnson
Kris Jongeward
Peter Kelzenberg

Vicki Koebemick
John Koenen
Jason Kolodjski
Nona Koslofsky
Kevin Krause
Daniel Kuhn

John Larson
Thomas Leeseberg
Curtis Leimer
Bruce Lieske
Andrew Luing
Jason MacDonald
FALL 1993 TRIMESTER 1

Colleen Sweeney
Richard Tieszen
Barbara Van Offeren
Denise Ward
Steven Williams
Randy Willoughby

Jason Wilson
Mark Wilson
Patrick Winters
Paul Winters
Chad Woods
Sarah Workman

Not Pictured: William Bauer, Brian Bell, Michelle Clausen, Julie Conner, Richard Evans, Chere Johnson, Marisa Kantrowitz, Eric Muths, Michele Pelletiere, Terry Phan, Anthony Razzini, Jon Schwartzbauer, Eric Stoll

Lee Zohn
Deborah Zurcher
Korey Zweifel

LIBRARY
Northwestern College of Chiropractic
2501 W. 84th St.
Bloomington, MN 55431
Above: For TI's, they look too happy to be waiting to take a test. Right: Mike and Kevin in Biochemistry lab.

Lucy Altenhofen
Michael Belfanz
Shawn Baures
Elisa Brown
Daniel Conway
Ronald Cruz

David Detienne
Stephen Engel
Tanya Faud
Stacy Guin
Michael Johnson
Chris Ketchmark

Kyle Klym
Ian Land
Jay Lang
Kimberly Maxwell
Eric Muchowski
Gerald Olin
SUMMER 1994 TRIMESTER 1

Above: Joseph Makhlouf and Lance Hightower.
Right: Brent Holtz, Michael Volkenant and Kyle Gilmour.

Mark Allen
Michael Buffington
Terry Bulitz
James Caulder
J. Michele Elliott
Todd Faxvog

Douglas Frey
Cheryl Gammel
Kyle Gilmour
James Gray
Lance Hightower
Brent Holtz

Chonghyon Hong
Chad Hungerford
Thelma Knauke
James Laskow
Shawn Lorenzen
Joseph Makhlouf II

Hirad Najafbagy
Sandra O’Keefe
Sarah Pickhardt
Timothy Renn
Roy Snowden
Barb Stachejczuk

Michael Volkenant
John Zollinger
T1 PARTIES
Not pictured: Linda Dobberstein
WINTER 1994 TRIMESTER 4

Amy Hietala
Douglas Holtan
David Huhner
Kim Johnson
Danielle Kallin
Chad Kaltved

Rebecca Kremer
Peter Ladd
John Leigh
David Lushinsky
Jason Marty
Beth Mendiola

Todd Muhr
Zsolt Muller
Cameron Olsen
David Orlando
Chris Rausch
Chad Renwick

Jeffrey Rich
Nancy Roberts
Scott Ruff
Troy Schomaker
Jennifer Shelby
Todd Spratt

Tim Stark
John Tabar
David Urness
Stephen Ward
Linda Webb
Tim Wegsheid

Heather Wielde
Taryn Yurich

Not pictured: Kim Swineheart and Tammy Chase
WINTER 1994 TRIMESTER 5

Lonnie Holmquist
Matthew Hotz
Darren Huston
Stacey Jennings
Thomas Johnston
Brian Jongeward

Brett Jorgenson
Michael Keller
Shane Krukow
James Langen
Andrew Lonnquist
Greg Lowenberg

Chad Lundstrom
Blaine MacDonald
Trisha Mangano
Guy Martin
Darren McNaughton
Sanya Mortenson

Bonnie Ness
Jeffrey Nyblom
Rolf Osthus
Timothy Pearson
David Peterson
Mike Pfeffer

David Pietsch
Geoffrey Randall
Jeffrey Randall
Jonathan Redington
Vaughn Reents
Tory Robson

Melissa Roth
Rebecca Schepp
Bertram Schmidt
Jody Schweyen
Jason Smith
Eric Stulc
WINTER 1994 TRIMESTER 5

Michele Svoboda
Beth Templeton
Quentin Thompson
Erik Toijala
Chris Tozer
Tom Tozer

Jeremy Tupy
Kris Wakefield
Shawn Waller
Chad Weber
Andrew White
Todd Wickmann

Not pictured: Dean Cowman, David Kelling, Jason Peterson, Linden Pfeiffer, Dawn Rottier, Jon Rynes

Pamela Wolfgram
Chris Wolner
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WINTER 1994 TRIMESTER 6

Left: Ed helping with Thanksgiving dinner for the Canadians.
Above: Sheri, Natalie, and John

Carol Clas
Marylee Cubbs
Natalie Dusette-Aiello
Michael Drout
Robb Gottenborg
John Groven

Shannon Miller
Patrick O’Brien
Edward Quirk
Daniel Richter
Marcia Roeder
Darren Roemhildt

Rachel Schuster
Verrill Schwantes

Not pictured: Stacy Anderson, Shane Bohlke
SKIP DAY

Below: Dr. Allenberg stops to visit with two students. Right: Taking a break in the shade. Far right: Lake Independence at Baker Park Reserve.

Left: Getting ready to go tubing. Above: Sand volleyball tournament. Above right: Dr. Frick, the slugger. Right: Sure beats the lunches at school!

Left: Hope they don’t run out of food!! Above: Jim Anderson (in the water) taking a semifinal pee break - when you gotta go, you gotta go!
SOCOCER

Back row: Ali Donat, unidentified, Dave Orlando, Ali Ergun
Front row: Guillermo Gonzalez, Jose Guasque, Rachel Schuster, Raul Carrillo, Reza Alizadeh

SOFTBALL

Above: Jay Ortman and Sara Neil
Right: Fall 1993 Softball team — Chiro Games
HOCKEY

Above: NWCC Hockey team in action.
Top right: Dean Potapinski and Jeff Jones.
Middle right: NWCC Mascot
Right: 1993-1994 Hockey team
NWCC VOLLEYBALL FALL 1993

Front row (from left to right): Tim Stark, Zsolt Muller, Reza Aazadeh, Beth Mendiola, Lisa Garborg.

Back row: Dean Saunders, Jason Wilson.

PING PONG & POOL TOURNEY

Above: Quentin Thompson and Leif Helling
Right: Jeff Rich

Above: Quentin Thompson and Leif Helling
Right: Jeff Rich
WCCS CONFERENCE-FALL 1993

World Congress of Chiropractic Students-Student delegate Sanya Mortenson and Head delegate Kirsten Grove with fellow St. Louis seminar attendees.

NWCC TAE KWON DO CLUB

Front row (from left to right): Karl R. Winter, Dave Dunham, Jodi Rich, Michelle Stark, David Detienne.
Back row: Instructor Taryn Yurich, Tim Stark, Joel Bacon, Jeff Rich, Instructor Jeff Nyblom.
There was lots to do besides play in the Chiro Games. Many took the time to go sightseeing around St. Louis, some went to a professional baseball game, and others just slept.

Left: Taking a break from the long bus ride. Above: Beth Nokken — Sumo Wrestler
STUDENT SENATE

Student Senate members

Treasurer Kristen Meyer, President Dave Huhner, Vice President Burke Mays, Secretary Pete Ladd

Student Senate Dinner

STUDENT AMERICAN CHIROPRACTIC ASSOCIATION

SACA members: front row — Lance Hightower, Ryan Haus, Dave Detienne, Sean Wahl, Kevin Hardesty, Todd Spratt; back row — Jason Kolodjiski, Ryan Buell, Rebecca Schepp, Greta Bakken, Kevin Schreifels, Jay Fitzgerald, Diane Jerome, Paula Landgraf, Deb Zurcher
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STUDENT MN CHIROPRACTIC ASSOC. — SMCA

Officers: Kim Nick, Colleen Gardner, Beth Templeton, and Ryan Haus.

CHI OMEGA PHI

Above: Officers Jeff Jones, Kurt Simons, Beth Templeton. Right: Scenes from the Fall 1993 fraternity social.
STUDENT RECOGNITION DINNER

Counterclockwise: Antonella Longo, Maverick Award winner, with Heidi Heim; Student Senate President, Heidi Heim; President, Dr. Allenberg; having a good time at the Nankin; Teacher of the Year, Dr. Bergmann.

STUDENT GOVERNMENT LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE

Six Chiropractic Colleges were represented at the Student Government Leadership Conference — CMCC, LACC, NYCC, NWCC, Palmer, and TCC. Each school was represented by a student government leader, pictured at the right with Heidi Heim. The conference provided a great opportunity for the student leaders to discuss issues facing chiropractic today.
CANADIAN CLUB

Above: Co-coordinators Rachel Schuster and Shannon Miller.
Top right: Some students show off their Canadian flag. Right: Wine and cheese party.

GONSTEAD

Gonstead Club members with officers pictured in the front middle: Jennifer Mundale, Bertram Schmidt, Lance Clouse, Tory Robson.
MOTION PALPATION CLUB

Officers: Chad Lundstrom, Eric Eiselt, Jason Hamm

PHILOSOPHY CLUB

Officers: Patti Hort, Mark Wilson, Michael Peterson, Rebecca Hetzler
SPORTS COUNCIL

Left: Officers — Scott Ruff, Tim Stark, Heather Karls, Danielle Kallin. Below: Scott, Tim, Ryan Buell, Antonella Longo helping some of the rugby players. Tim, Dani, Scott, and Antonella at the Summit Sevens Rugby tournament.

FUN RUN

Tables were set up in the hallways of the school where the runners and walkers could get muscle work and massages from the Chiropractic students.
Opening a new office? • Starting a practice? • Need financing? • Changing techniques? • Need information?

Hessco has helped more Doctors and students solve these problems than anyone. We have over 30 years experience serving the Chiropractic Profession.

- Tables
- Modalities
- Service
- Supplies
- Competitive Prices
- Leasing ... New or Used
- Delivery and Set-up
- Excellent Warranties
- We Take Trade-ins
- Brand Names
- Low Monthly Payments

Largest Supplier of New & Used Chiropractic Equipment in the World!

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL THE OFFICE NEAREST YOU

HESSCO - WI
2344 Hwy. 33, Box 170
Saukville, WI
800-237-9652

MIDWEST X-RAY OFFERS

QUALIFIED INSTALLATION
Our qualified factory-trained service personnel install equipment in all 50 states. We will help lay out your x-ray room and work with your electricians, contractors and plumbers.

FINANCING AVAILABLE
No money down and no 10% buy-out.

UNBEATABLE WARRANTY
5 years on parts and labor, 5 years on tube – not pro-rated. We honor all manufacturers’ part warranties and extend them.

EXPERIENCED
We’ve installed more Bennett and Universal x-ray equipment than anyone else! Referrals available.

MIDWEST X-RAY
(612) 479-3556 • (800) 444-9998
CONGRATULATIONS TO OUR FUTURE ALUMNI

As the Centennial Celebration fast approaches we are reminded of the honorable past of our profession. Our memories of the past also lead us to take a closer look at our future. With the public's rising interest in alternative health care we sit at the brink of an incredible opportunity. With the excellent education provided at Northwestern and the ambition of our many dedicated students, such as yourself, you can be assured that our profession will thrive tomorrow.

Congratulations and Best Wishes to our students and recent graduates. You are our single greatest resource, and we are proud you will be an alumnus of Northwestern.

Northwestern College of Chiropractic
Alumni Association

Thanks to everyone who helped make the completion of this yearbook possible. We would especially like to thank Kris Kaye, Arne Krogsvæen, Student Senate, and all those students who donated pictures. We couldn't have done it without your help!

Yearbook Editors,
Heather Karls
Danielle Kallin

ANABOLIC LABORATORIES
CHARLES D. CRANDALL
Distributor
Serving Minnesota & the Dakotas
603 Lake Street
Excelsior, MN 55331
(800) 666-3435 · (612) 474-0257

American Supply
QUALITY HEALTH CARE PRODUCTS
Allan Share
2830 HEDBERG DRIVE MINNEAPOLIS, MN 55305
800-852-3062 · 612-546-4100 · FAX: 612-546-1040
Here today
Here tomorrow

If you plan on being in practice in five or ten years... make sure your insurance company is

Today, many companies offer malpractice insurance for doctors of chiropractic. But only one company—NCMIC—has been selling chiropractic malpractice insurance for nearly fifty years.

For all that time, we've covered our policyholders against legal action and given them the peace-of-mind that comes with knowing they're protected by the leading insurer in the business.

When you look to the future of your practice, it only makes sense to be protected by the one company you can count on to be there when you need it. Today. Tomorrow. And, if need be, long after you retire.

We take care of our own.

For information about National Chiropractic Mutual Insurance Company's occurrence malpractice protection, call toll-free

1-800-247-8043
For Reference

Not to be taken from this room